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Executive Summary
Studies show that the quality of a child’s education is largely dependent on her family’s wealth, race, and residence.\(^1\) When a child living in deep poverty is educated in a poor school district, she has little exposure to the opportunities and experiences enjoyed by children in wealthier districts. Metro-wide school districts attempt to equalize educational opportunities for all students, raise regional academic achievement levels, and generate better relations across economic, ethnic, and racial lines.\(^2\) These districts often form by consolidating urban and suburban school districts within a region into one centralized unit, often on a county-wide scale.\(^3\)

Despite its potential for success, a metro-wide school district in Erie County faces several obstacles. While studies indicate that district mergers can cut operating and administrative costs by millions, higher transportation costs and pressure to raise teachers’ salaries could limit potential savings.\(^4\) Political concerns could also prevent a merger, as it is unlikely that the administrators and bureaucracy of our current school districts would be willing to relinquish control without a fight. Parents, students, and teachers from higher-achieving districts and schools may also be resistant to change when they are content with the status quo.

Is Erie County Ready for a Metro-Wide School District?
Currently, Erie County is comprised of 29 independent school districts.\(^5\) In theory, Erie County is a prime candidate for a metro-wide school district due to the critical levels of poverty, segregation, and low educational performance in many of its districts. In the City of Buffalo, 37% of school-age children live below the poverty line.\(^6\) In the Lackawanna School District, 35% of the children live below the line.\(^7\) In Cheektowaga, approximately 1 in 6 children live in poverty.\(^8\) Consider the following additional facts:

- Buffalo-Niagara is the 5th most segregated large metro in the U.S.\(^9\)
- Erie County’s minority population is 15%, while minority groups make up 54% of the population in the City of Buffalo.\(^10\)
• In the City of Buffalo, 88% of children qualify for free or reduced price lunch.\textsuperscript{11}
• The four-year graduation rate in the City of Buffalo is 47.4\%.\textsuperscript{12}
• Of the top ten local high schools ranked by Buffalo Business First in 2012, only one, City Honors, was a Buffalo public school. Each of the bottom ten schools was a Buffalo City School.\textsuperscript{13}

In the face of such concentrated poverty, a metro-wide district could provide relief for poor students through county-wide integration. Instead of isolating poor students, we could enhance their learning experience by allowing them to form relationships with students from socio-economically diverse backgrounds. In Erie County, where racial divisions are stark, this integration would greatly benefit students.\textsuperscript{14}

Other factors supporting a metro-wide school district in Erie County include declining enrollment in many districts, cuts in state aid, low-functioning school boards in some districts, and the state’s new tax cap, which prevents budgets from growing by more than two percent a year.\textsuperscript{15}

Why Do Metro-Wide Districts Work?
In the City of Buffalo in 2011, only 26\% of eighth graders passed their state math tests, and only 27\% their state English tests. In Erie County, some 57\% passed in math and English.\textsuperscript{16} However, in Raleigh, NC, where the city and its suburbs have formed one county-wide school district, 91\% of eighth graders are passing their math and English achievement requirements.\textsuperscript{17}

How is this possible?

In 1976, Raleigh city and county schools merged to create the Wake County School System (“WCSS”). Raleigh’s success is largely attributed to the substantial economic and racial integration produced through district-wide expansion of two-way busing. The district allows no school to have more than 40\% low-income students. Over the years, this has meant more white children traveling to formerly
black schools and vice versa. Throughout this process, no downtown schools have closed, the quality of administrators and teachers has increased, and higher academic standards have been met.¹⁸

To incentivize participation in Raleigh’s consolidation, the district turned 27 schools into magnet schools with distinctive educational programs that any district parent could choose.¹⁹ The idea was that the attractiveness of these programs would override parents’ concerns about sending their children to more diverse schools. Students who apply to these programs today are chosen through a computer selection model using a weighted lottery system.²⁰ Diversity is among the weighted criterion, measured primarily by a student’s socioeconomic status. The last 10% of available seats in a school are then chosen at random. ²¹

Wake County knew that the success of a school was not necessarily dependent on the resources, buildings, and teachers so much as on the diversity of the students who attend a school. Where schools have a core of middle class children, there will generally be greater parent advocacy.²² With a balance of students along socio-economic lines, teachers can have higher expectations regarding a child’s behavior. Academic performance and learning curves will increase where poor children are held to the same academic standards of wealthier children. ²³

Providing a racially and economically integrated district also raises the caliber of teaching. With a wider spectrum of students, teachers do not “burn out” so quickly and are able to spend more time with students who need the attention. Working for one integrated district also allows teachers to learn from each other more easily.

**Beyond Raleigh: Other Success Stories**

Lee County, FL (home to Fort Meyers) also has a metro-wide school district that has led the county to be more efficient with its funds while also offering parents more choices and specialized programs for their children.²⁴ Lee’s superintendent notes that the district makes better use of taxpayers’ funds to aid the children and their education because it is not hampered by a surplus of “administrative infrastructure.” ²⁵

The Madison Metropolitan School District of Wisconsin also uses a metro-wide approach and has seen positive results. Madison’s students surpass their state peers on almost every state test on basic skills (reading, ELA, math, science, social studies).²⁶ Advanced-course enrollment rates in Madison schools are about 20% higher than the state-wide average, and Madison’s students pass Advanced Placement exams about 29% more often than other students in Wisconsin.²⁷ Madison’s students also significantly outperform other students on the ACT college entrance exam.²⁸
What are the Drawbacks?
While studies show that merging smaller school districts provides economies of scale, there is far more economic uncertainty with metro-wide consolidation. Merger costs can be significant, especially if they require more busing. Where future New York State aid levels remain uncertain, metro-wide school district mergers may present additional risks. Further, forming this district could drive up personnel costs. Merging all employees could generate a demand to “level up” salaries and benefits to meet the highest levels of any former district.

Aside from financial concerns, some administrators and teachers simply may not want to work in a larger district. They may prefer to work for their smaller districts, which may offer more flexible policies or procedures. Similarly, students may feel more comfortable going to school in familiar surroundings. Parents already pleased with their children’s schools may be hesitant about disrupting an existing balance.

How Do We Generate Political Will?
While several factors make Erie County eligible for a metro-wide school district, political factors undoubtedly will impede consolidation. The eradication of 29 school districts would disturb balances of power among districts and their governance structures. Parents might band together to voice their approval of a metro-wide school district, but there is little chance that they alone can convince their districts to unite.

As a result, advocates of creating a metro-wide school district predict we will need state intervention to implement such a system. The Buffalo City School District receives 82% of its funding from the state, more than any other city school district in Upstate New York. If advocates can show the state that it could save funds if Erie County had a more economically-efficient school district, there may be a chance of change.
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